Introduction
============

Lung cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are pulmonary diseases that result from the dual effects of smoking exposure and genetic susceptibility.[@b1-tacg-4-099],[@b2-tacg-4-099] Lung cancer was rare before 1900,[@b3-tacg-4-099] but by 2008 accounted for nearly 30% of all cancer-related deaths in the US, ie, more than the combined deaths from cancers of the breast, colon, prostate, and ovary.[@b4-tacg-4-099] Despite decades of various chemotherapy regimens, survival for lung cancer remains poor, with over 160,000 deaths per annum in the US alone.[@b4-tacg-4-099] COPD is believed to affect more than 15 million people in the US, and is predicted to become the third leading cause of death by 2020. Citing past and present scientific literature, this perspective paper challenges current dogma and proposes that COPD and lung cancer might be related through overlapping pathogenetic pathways activated by smoking. This has relevance in the development and clinical utility of gene-based risk assessment for smoking-related lung disease.

Link between COPD and lung cancer
=================================

Epidemiological studies suggest that although tobacco smoke exposure accounts for nearly 80%--90% of COPD and lung cancer cases, only 10%--15% of smokers develop lung cancer while 20%--30% develop clinically significant COPD.[@b5-tacg-4-099]--[@b7-tacg-4-099] Genetic factors may underlie these observations because the heritability (genetic contribution) of lung cancer and reduced forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV~1~) that defines COPD is estimated to be 15%--25% and 40%--77%, respectively.[@b8-tacg-4-099],[@b9-tacg-4-099] It has been shown that smokers with COPD (irreversible airflow limitation based on reduced FEV~1~) have a 4--6 fold-increased risk of lung cancer when compared with smokers with normal lung function[@b10-tacg-4-099] or smokers randomly recruited from the community.[@b11-tacg-4-099] Studies dating back 30 years show that the distribution of FEV~1~ is bimodal or trimodal in heavy smokers and unimodal in light smokers.[@b12-tacg-4-099]--[@b14-tacg-4-099] This observation suggests genetic susceptibility, rather than smoking exposure alone, underlies the development of COPD,[@b15-tacg-4-099] and the maladaptive lung remodeling (FEV~1~) response to chronic smoking exposure ([Figure 1](#f1-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}).[@b12-tacg-4-099]--[@b14-tacg-4-099] Importantly, 50%--80% of those diagnosed with lung cancer have pre-existing COPD compared with a COPD prevalence of 15%--20% in randomly selected community-based smokers.[@b10-tacg-4-099],[@b16-tacg-4-099],[@b17-tacg-4-099] This means lung cancer is not just a "complex genetic disease" resulting from smoking exposure in genetically susceptible people, but that it is disease of mixed phenotype that includes spirometrically defined COPD as a subphenotype.[@b10-tacg-4-099] These observations show that most smokers with lung cancer have underlying COPD and suggest that smokers who are susceptible to getting COPD are also susceptible to getting lung cancer ([Figure 1](#f1-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, smokers who maintain normal lung function (resistant smokers) are unlikely to get lung cancer. Studies of molecular pathways suggest that the inflammatory, repair, and remodeling processes underlying COPD might be linked to lung cancer through excessive release of matrix metalloproteinases and growth factors that lead to epithelial--mesenchymal transition. Epithelial--mesenchymal transition, which has recently been shown to be present in smokers with COPD,[@b18-tacg-4-099] is a known precursor to lung cancer.[@b19-tacg-4-099]--[@b21-tacg-4-099] The COPD-lung cancer association may stem from either the matrix remodeling of emphysema, airway inflammation associated with small airways disease, or both. It is very possible that genetic epidemiological studies will help answer this question. Given the observations described above, one asks "Do genetic effects underlying spirometry defined COPD also confer susceptibility to lung cancer?"

Genetics of COPD and lung cancer
================================

Recently published genome-wide association studies of lung cancer, lung function, and COPD have identified several chromosomal regions and candidate genes, including 1q21--23 (CRP, IL-6R),[@b22-tacg-4-099],[@b23-tacg-4-099] 4q22 (FAM13A),[@b24-tacg-4-099] 4q24 (GSTCD),[@b24-tacg-4-099],[@b25-tacg-4-099] 4q31 (HHIP, GYPA[@b23-tacg-4-099]--[@b27-tacg-4-099]), 5p15 (CRR9),[@b1-tacg-4-099],[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099] 5q32--33 (HTR4, ADAM19[@b24-tacg-4-099],[@b25-tacg-4-099], 6p21 (BAT3, AGER[@b1-tacg-4-099],[@b23-tacg-4-099]--[@b25-tacg-4-099]), 6q24 (GPR126),[@b24-tacg-4-099] and 15q25 (CHRNA3/5,[@b1-tacg-4-099],[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b25-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b29-tacg-4-099][Table 1](#t1-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, several of the COPD and lung cancer disease loci in this table overlap. In a case-control study, where lung cancer cases and controls were further phenotyped for COPD according to spirometry, the CHRNA3/5 (Chr 15q25) locus was found to be associated with susceptibility to both COPD and lung cancer.[@b30-tacg-4-099] Using the same approach, variants in the HHIP (Hedgehog interacting protein, Chr 4q31) and FAM13A gene (Family with sequence similarity 13, member A, Chr 4q22) loci, previously associated with lung function,[@b24-tacg-4-099],[@b27-tacg-4-099] have been linked to a reduced risk of COPD and lung cancer.[@b31-tacg-4-099],[@b32-tacg-4-099] These findings suggest the possibility that shared pathogenetic pathways may underlie "susceptibility" to these two smoking-related diseases ([Figure 2](#f2-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the candidate genes implicated to date, it appears that epithelial-based receptors may be orchestrating some of the downstream effects on inflammation[@b33-tacg-4-099] and apoptosis[@b32-tacg-4-099],[@b34-tacg-4-099] that underlie both COPD and lung cancer. Given the increased risk of other inflammatory extrapulmonary diseases in smokers with COPD,[@b15-tacg-4-099] these genetic variants may have effects beyond the lungs. The FAM13A (Chr 4q22) link is particularly interesting because it suggests that activity of the intracellular signaling molecule, Rho A, implicated in both COPD[@b35-tacg-4-099] and lung cancer,[@b36-tacg-4-099] may represent a possible chemopreventive target.[@b32-tacg-4-099] In this regard, it is very interesting that statins (inhibitors of Rho A) have been shown in observational studies to improve outcomes for smokers with respect to both COPD and lung cancer.[@b37-tacg-4-099]

The aforementioned epidemiological, molecular, and genetic findings suggest that lung cancer and COPD may not be discrete diseases related only through smoking exposure, but that many of the smokers who are susceptible to COPD are also susceptible to lung cancer through overlapping molecular pathways.[@b10-tacg-4-099]--[@b14-tacg-4-099],[@b19-tacg-4-099]--[@b21-tacg-4-099],[@b30-tacg-4-099]--[@b39-tacg-4-099] Such a hypothesis was proposed by Petty five years ago[@b38-tacg-4-099] and recently reviewed by Punturieri et al.[@b41-tacg-4-099] Assuming susceptibility or protective loci have overlapping effects, it is possible that some of the genetic factors implicated in COPD might also be relevant in lung cancer.[@b38-tacg-4-099],[@b41-tacg-4-099] This may be analogous to the overlapping pathogenetic pathways underlying obesity and type 2 diabetes, where the fat mass and obesity-associated gene has been implicated in the propensity to developing both obesity and diabetes.[@b42-tacg-4-099] In this context, body mass index is the physiological biomarker used to define the subphenotype of obesity (heritability 50%--70%) in those with type 2 diabetes (heritability 20%--30%), just as the spirometry measure of FEV~1~ defines COPD in those with a propensity to develop lung cancer. In other words, because body mass index reflects a propensity (or susceptibility) to obesity following a high calorie diet, FEV~1~ reflects an inherent genetic susceptibility to COPD (or exaggerated pulmonary inflammation) and lung cancer after chronic smoke exposure.[@b43-tacg-4-099] If there is an overlap in genetic susceptibility between COPD and lung cancer,[@b44-tacg-4-099] "Should an alternative approach to current case-control study designs be considered to help better identify COPD-related genes in lung cancer?"

Genetic epidemiology of COPD and lung cancer: choice of controls
================================================================

The above observations suggest that an alternate genetic approach to current case-control studies could be used for genetic association studies in lung cancer.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] This approach would use "healthy" smoker controls ([Figure 3A](#f3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"})[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b29-tacg-4-099] in preference to the unselected smokers used in the recent genome-wide association case-control studies, where genetic effects are explored in lung cancer cases and smoking controls with unknown but likely different lung function ([Figure 3B](#f3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). As stated earlier, studies to date suggest the prevalence of COPD in randomly selected smokers is 15%--20% and in lung cancer cases 50%--80%. In studies aiming to understand better the complex relationship between COPD and lung cancer, all subjects (smokers in both cases and controls) should ideally be matched for smoking exposure and have COPD status confirmed by spirometry testing ([Figure 3A](#f3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). This is because the prevalence of COPD in smokers used as controls is highly dependent on the recruitment method and population sampled (range 10%--40%).[@b10-tacg-4-099],[@b31-tacg-4-099],[@b45-tacg-4-099]--[@b48-tacg-4-099]

In lung cancer association studies, subphenotyping for spirometry-defined COPD[@b44-tacg-4-099] is relevant for two reasons. First, significant differences in the prevalence of COPD among comparator populations might result in a modifier/confounder effect from COPD and explain why several associations were not replicated both within and across cohorts in the genome-wide association studies of lung cancer.[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b29-tacg-4-099] The possibility that coexisting COPD in lung cancer cases might introduce a modifier or confounder effect in lung cancer association studies has been previously discussed.[@b30-tacg-4-099],[@b49-tacg-4-099] Spirometry, which is inexpensive and safe to perform, is necessary to define the presence of COPD because airflow limitation characterizing COPD is insidious in onset and is underdiagnosed in 50%--80% of cases[@b10-tacg-4-099],[@b45-tacg-4-099],[@b46-tacg-4-099] due to widespread underutilization of spirometry. By subphenotyping for reduced FEV~1~, three smoking cohorts would be defined among the smokers, ie, those with normal or near-normal FEV~1~ ("resistant" controls), those with reduced FEV~1~ (COPD), and those with lung cancer subphenotyped for coexisting COPD ([Figure 3A](#f3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). Using this approach, studies have shown that the chromosome 15q25 locus, originally associated with susceptibility to lung cancer in genome-wide association studies,[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b29-tacg-4-099] is also associated with susceptibility to COPD.[@b30-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] This finding has recently been replicated in both genome-wide association[@b25-tacg-4-099] and candidate gene studies.[@b50-tacg-4-099] It has also been verified in a post hoc analysis of one of the original lung cancer genome-wide association studies.[@b51-tacg-4-099]

The second reason for using healthy smoking controls in the lung cancer studies, and examining lung cancer cases with COPD separately, is that it may be a better approach to identifying genes conferring a "protective" effect. Using this approach, it has recently been reported that the chromosome 4q31 locus and 4q22 locus, associated with a reduced risk of COPD (protective effect),[@b24-tacg-4-099]--[@b27-tacg-4-099],[@b52-tacg-4-099] are also independently associated with a reduced risk of lung cancer ([Figure 4](#f4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}).[@b31-tacg-4-099],[@b32-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] This apparent protective effect might be overlooked in studies where lung cancer cases are compared with controls that include a high proportion of subjects with COPD. This possibility is best illustrated by comparing the allele and genotype frequencies for the protective variants of HHIP and FAM13A between COPD and lung cancer cases where they appear very similar ([Table 2](#t2-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table"}), and might explain why lung cancer genome-wide association studies to date have not identified these protective loci.

In designing the most appropriate study to identify genetic susceptibility genes, it is noteworthy that COPD and lung cancer are distinctive from other complex genetic diseases, especially other cancers. The gene--environment interaction in COPD and lung cancer is considerably strengthened by the fact that smoking exposure, almost a prerequisite to developing these pulmonary diseases, is measurable, albeit retrospectively. Quantifying this exposure is very important because gene penetrance may be significantly affected by the degree of exposure, and it enables stratification, matching, or adjusting for tobacco exposure in the study design or analysis.[@b53-tacg-4-099],[@b54-tacg-4-099] A good example of the gene--environment (penetrance) effect is seen in α1-antitrypsin deficiency where disease status (COPD phenotype) is highly dependent on the degree of smoking exposure.[@b55-tacg-4-099] In the majority of cases, the genotype conferring α1-antitrypsin deficiency is not expressed (low penetrance) in lifelong nonsmokers.

Furthermore, the potential to misclassify "randomly recruited" controls is problematic when comparing unselected (or unscreened) control smokers with cases because the prevalence (and lifetime risk) of COPD among these chronic smokers is estimated to be 20%--30% and that 20%--30% of smokers with COPD will get lung cancer.[@b6-tacg-4-099],[@b7-tacg-4-099],[@b56-tacg-4-099] It has been estimated that the prevalence of COPD is in the order of 30%--40% in community-based smoking volunteers or random hospital/ clinic based controls.[@b10-tacg-4-099],[@b31-tacg-4-099],[@b46-tacg-4-099] The true prevalence of COPD has been shown to be about 10%--20% when spirometry is used in truly randomly selected populations.[@b48-tacg-4-099] On this basis, it could be argued that smokers matched for ethnicity, gender, and pack-years, with normal or near-normal lung function would minimize any potential to misclassify controls up to 30% of the time. Although the healthy smoker control group might be described as an "extreme" phenotype, and their use as controls contravenes traditional epidemiological views of controls that requires a "representative" sample, they are actually representative of the majority of chronic smokers (60%--70%)[@b6-tacg-4-099],[@b7-tacg-4-099] who are "resistant" or "low responders". Importantly, they can be unambiguously phenotyped as normal by spirometry (see discussion earlier on underdiagnosis of COPD).[@b45-tacg-4-099],[@b46-tacg-4-099] Moreover, it is this group of chronic smokers who can be defined as "normal" (resistant) in the bimodal/trimodal distribution of FEV~1~ ([Figure 1](#f1-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}) with a low risk of lung cancer.[@b14-tacg-4-099] It should not be overlooked that genetic factors might actually define this "low responder" but well defined group ("resistant smokers",[@b15-tacg-4-099][Figures 1](#f1-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}) rather than those susceptible to disease. For example, genetic effects selected through evolutionary pressures[@b57-tacg-4-099] conferring a "protective (hyporesponsive) phenotype" might emerge as an alternative to a "susceptibility (hyper-responsive) phenotype". Unlike the susceptibility phenotype, which confers an excessive pulmonary inflammatory response (eg, pneumonia complicated by acute respiratory distress syndrome), the "protective (hyporesponsive) phenotype" minimizes the inflammatory response.[@b15-tacg-4-099],[@b55-tacg-4-099],[@b58-tacg-4-099] In circumstances of chronic inflammation from an exposure like smoking, these genetically determined "phenotypes" determine which smokers have aberrant lung remodeling ("hyper-responsive") and develop COPD and which smokers maintain near-normal lung function ("hyporesponsive"). This is somewhat analogous to the sickle cell trait which was initially "selected" for its protective effect on survival from malaria but can cause mild forms of hemolytic anemia at times of acute stress or drug exposure.

Lastly, if smoking was considered a drug and FEV~1~ the physiological marker of smoking susceptibility (or exaggerated inflammatory response),[@b14-tacg-4-099],[@b43-tacg-4-099] then it would make good methodological sense in a pharmacogenetic experiment to distinguish hyporesponders (those with normal lung function) from hyper-responders (those with COPD, see [Figure 4](#f4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). In this instance, it would be preferable to exclude people who have not taken the drug (nonsmokers) or those with little drug exposure (light smokers). Nonsmokers and light smokers have been used as controls in the lung cancer case-control genome-wide association studies,[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b29-tacg-4-099] but this may obscure or attenuate any genetic effects due to insufficient exposure (reducing penetrance, odds ratios, and statistical significance). Importantly, there are preliminary findings to suggest different genes may be relevant in nonsmokers with lung cancer[@b59-tacg-4-099] or COPD.[@b60-tacg-4-099] A further reason for using "resistant" (or hyporesponsive) controls is that minimizing misclassification of controls increases the power of the study to detect significant effects or associations,[@b61-tacg-4-099] particularly as the contribution of "protective" (hyporesponsive) genes may be as relevant as the susceptibility genes[@b31-tacg-4-099],[@b32-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b58-tacg-4-099] ([Figure 4](#f4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="fig"}). In the COPD gene study ([www.copdgene.org](www.copdgene.org)) smokers with normal lung function and no radiological evidence of emphysema ("super controls") are being studied separately from those with normal lung function but varying degrees of emphysema on computerized tomography (CT). However, the heritability of this "emphysema only" phenotype is poorly understood, and the epidemiological, pathological, and clinical relevance of this phenotype remains somewhat unclear.[@b62-tacg-4-099] Most studies suggest that the presence of CT-based emphysema is related to a risk of lung cancer independent of airflow limitation.[@b16-tacg-4-099],[@b62-tacg-4-099] However, recent prospective CT-based studies suggest mild emphysema, in the absence of airflow limitation, may lead to overinflation (from air trapping) that heralds subsequent accelerated FEV~1~ decline.[@b62-tacg-4-099] Regardless, the vast majority of those with emphysema on CT have underlying airflow limitation characterized by a reduced FEV~1~.[@b16-tacg-4-099] We conclude that subphenotyping of lung cancer cases and controls using spirometry, and possibly CT, will help minimize misclassification of controls in the COPD and lung cancer studies, and further strengthen the likelihood that robust associations will be identified. However, it is accepted that effect sizes conferring risk determined by comparing cases with "resistant" or super controls may be reduced in population studies where controls are unselected. Although this is relevant in the clinical utility of risk prediction according to the population under study, it is outweighed by the potential to identify important pathogenetic pathways that might be used to target preventive therapies. We conclude that COPD and lung cancer represent unique disease models for study from a complex genetics perspective. This is because the susceptibility phenotype, defined by reduced FEV~1~. with high heritability and a strong association with lung cancer susceptibility, can be compared with a nonresponsive or resistant phenotype confirmed by spirometry and well matched for smoking exposure.[@b10-tacg-4-099]--[@b17-tacg-4-099],[@b63-tacg-4-099]

Genetic association and risk modeling
=====================================

Currently, COPD and lung cancer account for approximately 50% of annual deaths from smoking in the US, nearly twofold that of deaths from cardiovascular disease (26% for heart attack and stroke).[@b4-tacg-4-099] Diagnosis is generally late in the natural history of both respiratory complications, where survival five years after diagnosis is 50% in severe COPD and only 15% in lung cancer. Both are potentially preventable diseases, particularly if smokers quit before 40 years of age.[@b64-tacg-4-099],[@b65-tacg-4-099] Although the clinical utility of identifying smokers at greatest risk of lung cancer and COPD remains to be confirmed, possible benefits may include targeted prevention-based approaches or more cost-effective screening approaches. There is preliminary data to suggest genetic testing might help some smokers quit.[@b66-tacg-4-099],[@b67-tacg-4-099] Using a risk model (or test) to stratify smokers may make an important contribution to tobacco control that currently relies solely on nonpersonalized public health messaging or disincentives. Over the last three decades, there has been a considerable reduction in coronary artery disease mortality through risk assessment and lifestyle modification. In contrast, there is no personalized or targeted risk assessment in the prevention of smoking-related lung disease. This is important because smoking, through the smoking-related disorders of COPD and lung cancer, directly accounts for the 2nd and 4th leading causes of death in the US.[@b4-tacg-4-099] The clear potential for prevention of COPD and lung cancer, through lifestyle modification, is another unique feature of these complex diseases where environment (smoking exposure) plays such a significant role. This contrasts strongly with the other common cancers where the preventive effect of lifestyle choice is in most cases unknown. We suggest that identification of single nucleotide polymorphism associations in COPD and lung cancer to develop risk models may offer very important clinical utilities in risk prediction and risk stratification to enhance early detection or prevention strategies.

There are several existing risk models for lung cancer that include clinical variables such as age, smoking history, family history, and past history of pneumonia.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b68-tacg-4-099]--[@b70-tacg-4-099] Only three of these models incorporate COPD as a risk variable[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b70-tacg-4-099] despite the finding that reduced FEV~1~ confers a greater risk than age and smoking exposure.[@b63-tacg-4-099] As more single nucleotide polymorphism associations are being identified for complex diseases, attention has turned to the utility of using single nucleotide polymorphism markers in combination to risk stratify people according to genotype.[@b71-tacg-4-099] The offering of tests using single nucleotide polymorphism markers has been appropriately criticized due to their potential to provide misleading information when used in isolation and in the absence of important environmental factors or other clinical risk factors.[@b72-tacg-4-099] In contrast, adding single nucleotide polymorphism markers to established risk models which are based on clinical variables has, in some cases, been shown to add, albeit modestly, to the clinical performance of these models.[@b71-tacg-4-099],[@b72-tacg-4-099]--[@b74-tacg-4-099] With this in mind, two research groups have developed risk models for lung cancer that combine clinical variables (age, family history, and prior diagnosis of COPD) with a panel of 20 single nucleotide polymorphisms,[@b40-tacg-4-099] three single nucleotide polymorphisms,[@b75-tacg-4-099] and nine single nucleotide polymorphisms.[@b44-tacg-4-099] The 20 single nucleotide polymorphism panel of Young et al included candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms previously associated with COPD and incorporates both susceptibility and protective single nucleotide polymorphisms identified using healthy smoker controls (area under the curve \[AUC\] 0.79).[@b40-tacg-4-099] This model, which assigns smokers to either moderate, high, or very high risk of lung cancer, has been validated in a small prospective study[@b76-tacg-4-099] but requires further validation in other populations. The three single nucleotide polymorphism model of Spitz et al includes three susceptibility genome-wide association-related single nucleotide polymorphisms and was based on current or former smokers who volunteered as controls (AUC 0.67).[@b75-tacg-4-099] This panel shares the CHRNA3/5 (15q25) loci with the 20 single nucleotide polymorphism panel (the single nucleotide polymorphisms are in tight linkage disequilibrium with the same allele frequency). A recently reported nine single nucleotide polymorphism panel includes genome-wide association-related single nucleotide polymorphisms only and used the same model (clinical variables and algorithm) as the 20 single nucleotide polymorphism model (AUC 0.69). This model shares two of the three loci (CHRNA3/5 \[15q25\] and TERT \[5p15\] single nucleotide polymorphisms) with the three single nucleotide polymorphism model.[@b44-tacg-4-099] In contrast with the three single nucleotide polymorphism model of Spitz et al, the 20 and nine single nucleotide polymorphism models proposed by Young et al use genotypes rather than alleles, and in order to maximize the discriminatory utility, combine susceptible and protective single nucleotide polymorphisms in a simple additive model to distinguish best lung cancer cases from healthy ("resistant") smoking controls.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] Further studies in diverse populations will be required to validate these single nucleotide polymorphism-based approaches.

Although "risk alleles" may be used in risk models to define high-risk subgroups,[@b73-tacg-4-099],[@b74-tacg-4-099] there are several reasons why "risk genotypes" might be a useful alternative. Although an additive allelic model might explain variation across populations for physiological phenotypes like lung function ("passive" phenotype),[@b24-tacg-4-099],[@b25-tacg-4-099] the important effect that environmental exposures like smoking has on penetrance, might be of over-riding importance. The disease α1-antitrypsin deficiency is very illustrative of this point because the serum level of α1-antitrypsin is allele-dependent but the disease phenotype of COPD, expressed after smoking exposure ("dynamic" phenotype), is genotype-dependent (autosomal recessive inheritance).[@b55-tacg-4-099] It has been argued that a per- genotype analysis of association makes fewer assumptions about interallelic effects and presence of Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium.[@b77-tacg-4-099] Indeed, most single gene diseases are autosomal recessive rather than dominant, just as most pharmacogenetic effects (also "dynamic" phenotype) result from the effects of genotypes rather than alleles on drug responsiveness.[@b78-tacg-4-099] Interestingly, all of the single nucleotide polymorphism-based lung cancer risk models described above include single nucleotide polymorphisms underlying susceptibility to COPD,[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b70-tacg-4-099] just as the panels for type 2 diabetes include obesity-related single nucleotide polymorphisms.[@b73-tacg-4-099],[@b74-tacg-4-099] It is likely that future single nucleotide polymorphism-based models will incorporate either alleles or genotypes depending on how each contributes to optimizing the discriminatory utility of each model.

In contrast with single gene diseases, where the genotype result is dichotomized to the presence or absence of a disease-related mutation (eg, BRCA1 for risk of future breast cancer), multi/single nucleotide polymorphism tests allow a score to be derived over a continuous linear scale.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b71-tacg-4-099] This offers several advantages which include the following: it allows many disease-related variants to contribute to risk assessment (increasing total attributable risk), it allows for genetic heterogeneity where any one person's lung cancer may be due to a variable combination of single nucleotide polymorphisms; risk is not limited to yes or no outcomes (or high and low risk) based on genetic profile; clinical variables can be added to genotype data; and, most importantly, it allows optimization of the test through receiver-operator curve (ROC) analyses (sensitivity and specificity) according to the inclusion of different single nucleotide polymorphisms or clinical variables.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b70-tacg-4-099] Family history is one such clinical variable that has been incorporated in the risk tests for prostate cancer and diabetes[@b71-tacg-4-099],[@b73-tacg-4-099],[@b74-tacg-4-099] as it has in the lung cancer models.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b70-tacg-4-099] A similar approach is taken by the Framingham risk score for cardiovascular disease or Gail score for breast cancer risk, each incorporating a number of independent risk factors to derive a global risk score. What is consistently found in these models is that clinical variables contribute considerably to the risk and that the single nucleotide polymorphisms provide additional discriminatory utility, particularly if they measure effects not already accounted for by the clinical risk variables. Importantly, the risk associated with specific single nucleotide polymorphisms is very important in younger subjects where, due to the natural history of the disease, the clinical variables (eg, family history or diagnosis of COPD) have not yet become manifest.[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] Other genetic variants associated with risk, including structural variation (copy number variants, deletions, duplications, and microsatellites) or epigenetic variation, could also contribute to risk models in the future.

Most importantly, a linear composite score allows all smokers (and exsmokers) to be assigned some level of risk of lung cancer whether it is moderate, high, or very high.[@b76-tacg-4-099] Given the multitude of other lethal complications of smoking, there is no reason to suggest a moderate risk level might somehow condone continued smoking or falsely reassure smokers,[@b82-tacg-4-099] just as a normal fasting cholesterol in an obese person would not condone a diet high in unsaturated fats. A risk stratification approach to tobacco control might strongly augment the waning effect of the current public health approach, typified by a recent study that reported over 50% of smokers with lung cancer had considered themselves at no risk.[@b79-tacg-4-099] An additional clinical utility of a gene-based risk assessment, assigned according to a linear score, is the ability to define cutoff criteria according to the clinical use, specifically to optimize sensitivity (low cutoff) for smoking cessation and closer surveillance (eg, spirometry) for smokers given the broad benefits and optimize specificity (high cutoff) for early detection or chemoprevention given the potential harms. It is accepted that where risk tests (or models) can achieve a reasonable level of discrimination (sensitivity and specificity with area under a ROC approximating 0.70) then the test has utility for screening purposes.[@b80-tacg-4-099]

Utility of a single nucleotide polymorphism-based risk model for lung cancer
============================================================================

A gene-based risk model (or test) for stratifying lung cancer susceptibility has several possible clinical utilities, including targeted prevention and targeted screening for early diagnosis. Such a test would also have several potential clinical advantages over other tests of common complex diseases (summarized in [Table 3](#t3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table"}). The group requiring risk stratification is easily defined by their smoking history. Given that nearly 50% of those diagnosed with lung cancer are exsmokers, this would include current or former smokers with chronic (over 20 pack-years) smoking exposure. In lung cancer there is an irrefutable intervention that will mitigate the risk, namely smoking cessation. Indeed, the very basis of smoking today, despite public health initiatives, is the high degree of optimistic bias (denial of risk) and low motivational tension to quit smoking.[@b79-tacg-4-099],[@b81-tacg-4-099] A lung cancer risk test, educating smokers about their personalized risk, aims to undermine this barrier to quitting (see above) and in preliminary studies shows promise in improving smoking cessation.[@b66-tacg-4-099],[@b67-tacg-4-099],[@b81-tacg-4-099],[@b82-tacg-4-099] Preliminary results from a feasibility study found that 32% of randomly recruited smokers who took a single nucleotide polymorphism-based risk test for lung cancer had quit smoking six months after testing.[@b82-tacg-4-099] That gene-based risk prediction might assist smokers to quit was first suggested by Dr Francis Collins in 1999,[@b83-tacg-4-099] who described a 26-year-old smoker called John attending his primary care physician who, based on John's genetic profile indicating susceptibility to smoking, strongly recommended John quit smoking. Other clinical applications where identifying smokers at greatest risk of lung cancer is beneficial include CT screening[@b84-tacg-4-099] or chemoprevention,[@b85-tacg-4-099] where the costs, risks, and benefits require careful appraisal. Results from the National Lung Cancer Screening Trial were reported in November 2010, showing a 20% reduction in lung cancer mortality in current and former smokers undergoing yearly low-dose CT screening compared with yearly chest x-rays. Preliminary data using a single nucleotide polymorphism-based risk model for lung cancer estimates that over 50% of all lung cancer could be identified by CT screening only in those smokers at greatest risk (20% of eligible smokers).[@b86-tacg-4-099] The cost implications of such an approach are enormous. Recently, a study from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found that genetic testing prompted changes in management by doctors in 75% of cases.[@b87-tacg-4-099] Current or former smokers in the higher-risk categories for lung cancer might benefit from closer observation by their physician, with more use of routine spirometry and earlier referral for CT imaging when symptoms persist despite aggressive treatment for COPD.[@b79-tacg-4-099] The factors suggesting that a lung cancer risk stratification test may have clinical utility in the general screening of smokers are summarized in [Table 3](#t3-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table"}.

Summary
=======

Here we have reviewed the scientific literature suggesting that COPD and lung cancer may share overlapping molecular genetic pathways and genetic "susceptibility" genes. We have also reviewed recent literature suggesting that single nucleotide polymorphism-based risk stratification of smokers is possible, and may have clinical utility as suggested a decade ago by Dr Francis Collins, director of the National Institutes of Health. We conclude that smoking causes the vast majority of COPD and lung cancer in most developed countries, and remains a public health problem despite decades of public health initiatives. Recently, the link between COPD and lung cancer has been identified at a molecular[@b18-tacg-4-099]--[@b21-tacg-4-099] and genetic level,[@b30-tacg-4-099]--[@b32-tacg-4-099] identifying novel pathways with potential for chemopreventive strategies. Smoking cessation remains the single most important intervention at a personal and population level, and can significantly reduce the burden of disease from smoking. While a better understanding of the molecular genetic pathways underlying COPD and lung cancer is emerging, it is clear that the selection of carefully phenotyped controls is critical to this understanding and the ability to identify relevant genetic associations.[@b30-tacg-4-099]--[@b32-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] With the identification of novel single nucleotide polymorphism associations, along with the development of clinically useful risk prediction tools for risk stratification,[@b40-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099],[@b70-tacg-4-099] a new era in preventive medicine may unfold where some smokers may benefit from novel preventive and/or diagnostic approaches.[@b66-tacg-4-099],[@b67-tacg-4-099],[@b81-tacg-4-099]--[@b83-tacg-4-099] Preliminary data suggest that gene-based risk tools have utility in this setting.[@b81-tacg-4-099],[@b82-tacg-4-099],[@b84-tacg-4-099],[@b87-tacg-4-099] We suggest that single nucleotide polymorphism-based risk models, derived from well designed epidemiological studies, may allow the translation of recent advances in genomic medicine to personalized medicine to address what remains the single biggest and most preventable health issue of the 21st century.
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![Distribution of FEV~1~ among light smokers and heavy smokers, COPD, and lung cancer.[@b10-tacg-4-099],[@b12-tacg-4-099]--[@b14-tacg-4-099] (**A**) Light or never smokers (0--20 pack-years). (**B**) Heavy smokers (60+ pack-years) -- COPD versus "resistant smokers". (**C**) Heavy smokers (60+ pack-years) -- Lung cancer.\
**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV~1~, forced expiratory volume in one second.](tacg-4-099Fig1){#f1-tacg-4-099}

![Chromosomal loci associated with COPD (reduced lung function) and lung cancer from GWA studies[@b22-tacg-4-099]--[@b29-tacg-4-099] with possible overlapping loci.[@b30-tacg-4-099]--[@b32-tacg-4-099]\
**Notes:** \*Available at [www.genome.gov/gwastudies](www.genome.gov/gwastudies). Accessed October 23, 2010; ^§^associated with familial lung cancer.[@b88-tacg-4-099]\
**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GWA, genome-wide association; IL6R, interleukin-6 receptor; FAM13A, family with sequence familiarity 13, member A; GSTCD, glutathione S-transferase, C-terminal domain containing; HHIP, Hedgehog interacting protein; GYPA, glycophorin A; HTR4, 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 4; ADAM19, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain 19; BAT3, HLA-B associated transcript 3; AGER, advanced glycosylation end product-specific receptor; GPR126, G protein-coupled receptor 126; CHRNA3/5, locus containing both cholinergic receptor, nicotinic, alpha 3 and 5 genes; CRP, C-reactive protein; CRR9, cisplatin resistance-related protein; TERT, telomerase reverse transcriptase; RGS17, regulator of G-protein signaling 17.](tacg-4-099Fig2){#f2-tacg-4-099}

![Case-control study design for lung cancer genetic association studies. (**A**) subphenotyping for COPD in lung cancer study.[@b30-tacg-4-099]--[@b32-tacg-4-099] Current and former smokers with \>15 pack-year smoking history and spirometry performed to allow subphenotyping in order to establish associations better. (**B**) COPD status of cases and controls unknown -- GWAS approach.[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b29-tacg-4-099] Current and former smokers with variable smoking exposure and unknown COPD status could result in spurious associations (confounding/modifying effect) or no association (dilution effect).\
**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GWAS, genome-wide association study.](tacg-4-099Fig3){#f3-tacg-4-099}

![Loci conferring a nonresponder phenotype (resistant smoker, G0) and responder phenotype (susceptibility to COPD \[G1\], lung cancer \[G3\] or both \[G2\]): a pharmacogenetic approach to chronic smoke exposure,\* modified with permission from PLoS One. Young RP, Hopkins RJ, Whittington CF, et al. Individual and cumulative effects of GWAS loci in lung cancer: associations after sub-phenotyping for COPD. *PLoS One.* 2011;6:e16476.[@b44-tacg-4-099]\
**Note:** \*Assumes 20% of smokers get COPD and 10% get lung cancer where 70% of the latter have pre-existing COPD in 100 chronic smokers. G0 = genes primarily conferring protection (or resistance) to both COPD and lung cancer (eg, 4q31-HHIP, 4q22 -- FAM13A),[@b31-tacg-4-099],[@b32-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] G1 = genes primarily conferring protection or susceptibility to COPD only (eg, 6p21-AGER),[@b24-tacg-4-099],[@b25-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] G2 = genes primarily conferring susceptibility to COPD and lung cancer (eg, 15q25-CHRNA),[@b1-tacg-4-099],[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b25-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099]--[@b30-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099] G3 = genes primarily conferring protection or susceptibility to lung cancer only (eg, 5p15-CRR9).[@b1-tacg-4-099],[@b23-tacg-4-099],[@b28-tacg-4-099],[@b44-tacg-4-099]\
**Abbreviation:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.](tacg-4-099Fig4){#f4-tacg-4-099}

###### 

Chromosomal loci associated with COPD, reduced lung function, and lung cancer identified by GWA studies and overlap suggested by case-control study, modified with permission from PLoS One. Young RP, Hopkins RJ, Whittington CF, et al. Individual and cumulative effects of GWAS loci in lung cancer: associations after sub-phenotyping for COPD. *PLoS One*. 2011;6:e16476.[@b44-tacg-4-099]

  Disease                               GWA study[\*](#tfn1-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}   Chromosomal region                                  Candidate genes
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- -----------------
  COPD (FEV~1~)                         Wilk et al[@b27-tacg-4-099]                            1q23                                                IL6R
  Hancock et al[@b24-tacg-4-099]        4q22                                                   FAM13A                                              
  Cho et al[@b52-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                       
  Repapi et al[@b25-tacg-4-099]         4q24                                                   GSTCD                                               
  Hancock et al[@b24-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                   
  Wilk et al[@b27-tacg-4-099]           4q31                                                   HHIP/GYPA                                           
  Pillai et al[@b26-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                    
  Repapi et al[@b25-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                    
  Hancock et al[@b24-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                   
  Repapi et al[@b25-tacg-4-099]         5q33                                                   HTR4/ADAM19                                         
  Hancock et al[@b24-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                   
  Repapi et al[@b25-tacg-4-099]         6p21                                                   BAT3/AGER                                           
  Hancock et al[@b24-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                   
  Hancock et al[@b24-tacg-4-099]        6q24                                                   GPR126                                              
  Pillai et al[@b26-tacg-4-099]         15q25                                                  CHRNA 3/5                                           
  Lung cancer                           Amos et al[@b23-tacg-4-099]                            1q21                                                CRP
  Amos et al[@b23-tacg-4-099]           4q31                                                   GYPA                                                
  Amos et al[@b23-tacg-4-099]           5p15                                                   CRR9 (TERT)                                         
  Hung et al[@b28-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                      
  Amos et al[@b23-tacg-4-099]           6p21                                                   BAT3                                                
  Hung et al[@b28-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                      
  Young et al[@b88-tacg-4-099]          6q24                                                   RGS17[^§^](#tfn2-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  Amos et al[@b23-tacg-4-099]           15q25                                                  CHRNA 3/5                                           
  Hung et al[@b28-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                                      
  Thorgeirsson et al[@b29-tacg-4-099]                                                                                                              
  COPD and lung cancer overlap          **Case-control studies**                                                                                   
  Young et al[@b30-tacg-4-099]          15q25                                                  CHRNA 3/5                                           
  Young et al[@b31-tacg-4-099]          4q31                                                   HHIP/GYPA                                           
  Young et al[@b32-tacg-4-099]          4q22                                                   FAM13A                                              

**Notes:**

Available at [www.genome.gov/gwastudies](www.genome.gov/gwastudies). Accessed 16/03/2011;

associated with familial lung cancer.[@b88-tacg-4-099]

**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GWAS, genome-wide association study; IL6R, interleukin-6 receptor; FAM13A, family with sequence similarity 13, member A; GSTCD, glutathione s-transferase, C-terminal domain containing; HHIP, Hedgehog interacting protein; GYPA, glycophorin A; HTR4, 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 4; ADAM19, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain 19; BAT3, HLA-B associated transcript 3; AGER, advanced glycosylation end product-specific receptor; GPR126, G protein-coupled receptor 126; CHRNA3/5, locus containing both cholinergic receptor, nicotinic, alpha 3 and 5 genes; CRP, C-reactive protein; CRR9, cisplatin resistance-related protein; TERT, telomerase reverse transcriptase; RGS17, regulator of G-protein signaling 17.

###### 

Comparison of allele and genotype frequencies of candidate SNPs[@b30-tacg-4-099]--[@b32-tacg-4-099] reported by GWA studies for COPD (lung function) and lung cancer,[@b23-tacg-4-099]--[@b29-tacg-4-099] and examples of overlapping effects[@b44-tacg-4-099]

  Cohorts                                                            Alleles        Genotypes                                                      
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------- ----------- ---------------- --------------- -------- -------- ----------------
  **FAM13A**[@b32-tacg-4-099] (rs7671167)                            **[C]{.ul}**   **T**       **OR*P*value**   **[CC]{.ul}**   **CT**   **TT**   **OR*P*value**
  Resistant                                                          530            440         --               145             240      100      --
  (55%)                                                              (45%)          --          (30%)            (49%)           (21%)    --       
  COPD                                                               448            468         0.79             107             234      117      0.71
  (49%)                                                              (51%)          0.01        (23%)            (51%)           (26%)    0.02     
  Lung cancer                                                        427            471         0.75             96              235      118      0.64
  (48%)                                                              (52%)          0.002       (21%)            (52%)           (26%)    0.003    
  Lung cancer with COPD[\#](#tfn4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}   212            218         0.81             47              118      50       0.66
  (49%)                                                              (51%)          0.07        (22%)            (55%)           (23%)    0.03     
  Lung cancer only[\#](#tfn4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}        185            229         0.67             41              103      63       0.58
  (47%)                                                              (53%)          0.0007      (20%)            (50%)           (30%)    0.006    
  **HHIP**[@b31-tacg-4-099] (rs1489759)                              **[G]{.ul}**   **A**       **OR*P*value**   **[GG]{.ul}**   **AG**   **AA**   **OR*P*value**
  Resistant                                                          389            579         --               83              223      178      --
  (40%)                                                              (60%)          --          (17%)            (46%)           (37%)    --       
  COPD                                                               320            594         0.80             50              220      187      0.59
  (35%)                                                              (65%)          0.02        (11%)            (48%)           (41%)    0.006    
  Lung cancer                                                        327            563         0.86             56              215      174      0.70
  (37%)                                                              (63%)          0.13        (13%)            (48%)           (39%)    0.05     
  Lung cancer with COPD[\#](#tfn4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}   134            292         0.68             24              86       103      0.61
  (31%)                                                              (69%)          0.002       (11%)            (40%)           (48%)    0.05     
  Lung cancer only[\#](#tfn4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}        136            276         0.73             27              82       97       0.73
  (33%)                                                              (67%)          0.01        (13%)            (40%)           (47%)    0.18     
  **CHRNA3/5α[@b30-tacg-4-099]** (rs16969968)                        **[A]{.ul}**   **G**       **OR*P*value**   **[AA]{.ul}**   **AG**   **GG**   **OR*P*value**
  Resistant                                                          295            655         --               45              205      225      --
  (31%)                                                              (69%)          --          (9%)             (43%)           (47%)    --       
  COPD                                                               339            551         1.37             60              219      166      1.47
  (38%)                                                              (62%)          0.002       (14%)            (49%)           (37%)    0.06     
  Lung cancer                                                        335            539         1.38             68              199      170      1.76
  (38%)                                                              (62%)          0.001       (16%)            (46%)           (39%)    0.005    
  Lung cancer with COPD[\#](#tfn4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}   225            297         1.68             50              125      86       2.26
  (43%)                                                              (57%)          0.000004    (19%)            (48%)           (33%)    0.002    
  Lung cancer only[\#](#tfn4-tacg-4-099){ref-type="table-fn"}        105            231         1.01             18              69       81       1.15
  (31%)                                                              (69%)          0.95        (11%)            (41%)           (48%)    0.64     

**Notes:**

COPD defined according to prebronchodilator GOLD 2+ spirometry criteria, OR comparing referent allele and genotypes (underlined) of resistant smokers to other groups.

**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GOLD, Global initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; OR, odds ratio; SNPs, single nucleotide polymorphisms; GWA, genome-wide association.

###### 

Lung cancer as a complex genetic disease, and utility of screening

  Feature                               Relevance to lung cancer
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Polygenic                             Segregation and pedigree studies suggest lung cancer results from smoking and the effects of many genes. Twin studies suggest concordance of only 15%--25%.
  Environment                           Approximately 90% of lung cancer can be attributed to smoking exposure although other environmental factors are relevant in a minority of cases.
  Gene-environment                      Genetic associations can be examined in people with smoking exposures which can be quantified to allow for matching, adjustment or stratification.
  Subphenotyping                        Lung cancer can be subphenotyped into subgroups according to age of onset, histology, or coexisting COPD (spirometry or CT emphysema). COPD, characterized by a low FEV~1~, is highly heritable and can be quantified by spirometry, identifying smokers at greatest risk of COPD. The distribution of FEV~1~ in heavy smokers is bimodal or trimodal, suggesting factors other than smoking exposure alone determines susceptibility to COPD.
  Family history                        Among smokers, the presence of a first-degree relative with lung cancer increases the risk by approximately two-fold. This increases to three-fold if there are more than two affected first-degree relatives. Family history alone has low sensitivity.
  Identifiable group                    Current or former smokers at greatest risk of lung cancer include those over 40 years old with \>20 pack years of smoking exposure.
  Risk modeling                         In addition to chronic smoke exposure, studies show that age, FEV~1~, family history, asbestos exposure, and lung disease are associated with an increased risk of lung cancer.
  Genetic tests and patient responses   Preliminary studies suggest that genetic testing improves smoking cessation. Testing personalizes risk and undermines optimistic bias (the tendency to underestimate personal risk).
  Risk mitigation and early diagnosis   Quitting smoking has been shown in prospective studies to reduce the risk of lung cancer substantially. The National Lung Cancer screening Trial has shown a 20% reduction in lung cancer deaths in those undergoing annual low-dose CT screening compared with chest x-ray.

**Abbreviations:** CT, computed tomography; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV~1~, forced expiratory volume in one second.
